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Mataraman dialect is one of a in Lodoyo, Blitar this is a language Javanese in kromo, ngoko and modyo speech level that is influenced by Javanese used in Desa Kanigaran and Desa Kademangan. The language is so unique. The study aims to observe (1) what is the speech level of Mataraman in Desa Kanigaran and Desa Kademangan dialect ?.

This study applies in Sociolinguistics study. One of the uniques of Mataraman Desa Kanigaran and Desa Kademangan dialect is the speech level and variation language. The speech level uses theory by Kridalaksana (1978:94)Sociolinguistic is customarily defined as a science that learns characteristics and various language variations in the language society. This study uses the descriptive qualitative method which the aim is to describr and to analysis speech level of Mataraman dialect. The data is collect by using observation method. The technique is transcibing. The data validity determination method is using rechecking. The data analysis description method is using informal method.

The result of the study show some speech level of Mataraman Desa Kanigaran and Desa Kademangan dialect, grandmother and aunty have a 8 data, mother and daughter have 10 data, friend A and friend B have a 13 data, and old sister and younger sister 11 data. it is found differrend speech level analysis of Mataraman that is influenced of Javanese to the older and younger.
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